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“Life is really 
s imple , but 
we insist on 
m a k i n g i t 
complicated.”
—Confucius



Why?



"Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, 
more complex, and more violent. It takes a 
touch of genius—and a lot of courage—to move 
in the opposite direction."—Albert Einstein



If simple 
was 

sitting 
next to 

us, would 
we 

know?



not

^What’s simple?



simple’s clever
not

^





Clever code’s  
Self-Obfuscated







simple’s familiar
not necessarily

^



簡單



A Simple Problem



Not a Simple Solution



May be Unfamiliar, but Simple



Don’t confuse familiar  
with simple



Lot of us are familiar 
with imperative style, 

but declarative is 
simpler



Simple has 
fewer 

moving 
parts



simple’s over-engineered
not

^







simple’s terse
not

^













Don’t confuse terse  
with concise and simple



“There are two ways of constructing a software 
design. One way is to make it so simple that 
there are obviously no deficiencies. And the 
other way is to make it so complicated that 
there are no obvious deficiencies.”–Tony Hoare.

Keep it 
simple



Well then, 
what’s 
Simple?



simple keeps you focused



Search









"Perfection is achieved, not when 
there is nothing more to add, but 
when there is nothing left to take 
away."—Antoine de Saint-Exupery.



simple eliminates accidental 
complexity and hides 
inherent complexity



simple fails less







simple’s easier to understand 
and work with











simple is elegant





An Architect’s Dilemma









simplicity has to evolve



“If you can't explain 
something to a first year 
student, then you haven't 
really understood it.”—
Richard Feynman



"If you have two 
e q u a l l y l i k e l y 
s o l u t i o n s t o a 
problem, choose the 
simplest."—Occam’s 
Razor.











After 10 hours of effort







My code simply sucks







"Everything Should Be Made as Simple as 
Possible, But Not Simpler."—Einstein.



Is that simple  
or 

 can it be simpler?



simple’s like Schrödinger’s cat



Simple makes things easy, but 
it’s certainly not easy



“ S i m p l i c i t y i s t h e u l t i m a t e 
sophistication.”―Leonardo da Vinci
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